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Objectives

Values

Action spheres

— Contribute to the progress
of society and the welfare of
persons.

Proximity
We accompany entities and
persons and we are always at
hand to fulfil their needs.

Talent Support
We accompany talented
persons by supporting
innovation and excellence in
research and knowledge.

— Promote activities of
dissemination, training and
research in the educational,
scientific and cultural fields.
— Encourage and support
young talent.
Supporting talent and
promoting culture is the
strategic centre of the activity
carried out by Banco Sabadell
Foundation. Our commitment
to these areas has
consolidated and continued to
grow since 2016. Our
commitment… Read more

M
Managemente of
the Foundation
The management of the
Foundation corresponds to the
Board of Trustees, the body
that represents it and that is
fully authorised to carry out the
foundational activities
established by the Articles of
Association and Code of Good
Governance.

Excellence
We promote the excellence
and capacity for innovation
generated by talent and effort
Innovation
We encourage innovation
understood as the capacity to
read the present in order to
anticipate the future.

A
Action criteria
We collaborate with projects
that meet specific criteria:
— Compatibility of the project
with the mission & spheres of
the Foundation.
— Degree of impact of the
proposals of the number of
beneficiaries.
— Prestige of the organising
institution.

Promotion of culture
Our objective is to promote
and share the arts as well as
scientific, technical, social and
humanistic knowledge.

Organiser of prestigious
awards
— Banco Sabadell Foundation
award for Biomedical
Research
— Banco Sabadell Foundation
award for Economic Research
— Banco Sabadell Foundation
Science and Engineering
We do not understand culture
without talent or talent without
culture. Both are wells of
knowledge that feed back and
multiply social progress.

A
Activities 2017

— Positive contribution to the
value of the Banco Sabadell
brand.
— Featured activities
— All activities
— Download 2017 Report
(PDF)

Talent and Culture
Supporting talent and promoting culture is the strategic centre of the activity
carried out by Banco Sabadell Foundation. Our commitment to these areas has
consolidated and continued to grow since 2017. Our commitment has been sealed
through our support and collaboration with diﬀerent entities who promote
projects of this nature. A wide range of people beneﬁt from these projects, which
are an excellent opportunity to develop their talent in many diﬀerent ways:
gaining recognition in national or international circuits, being trained by experts,
becoming inspired and motivated through conferences or joining the world of
work, amongst others.

From this perspective, the projects and
collaborations which we have supported during
2017 have been characterised by their
excellence, efficiency, determination and our
close relationship with the entities and the
beneficiaries.
For this reason, we do not believe in culture without talent or talent without
culture. Knowledge and talent are the foundations of progress in society. They are
both pools of knowledge which feed each other and drive social progression. This
is clear through our commitment to talented people under 40, through granting
scholarships and awards.
From this perspective, the projects and collaborations which we have supported
during 2017 have been characterised by their excellence, eﬃciency, determination
and our close relationship with the entities and the beneﬁciaries. Discovery and
continuity have been the vectors upon which we have built our actions during
2017. Discovery with regard to our support for diﬀerential projects that seek to
contribute to social progress, which are aligned with our commitment to
transformation and our ability to adapt to change and to the future. Continuity
with regard to our collaboration with entities who are developing sound, long
term projects, and who have a strong and consolidated relationship with the
Foundation.

This Report is a useful tool that serves to know
the projects promoted by the Foundation
We believe that this combination is a successful formula to guaranteeing that we
will overcome future challenges, whilst we enjoy the successes we have achieved to
date.
Deﬁnitively, this report aims to be a useful source of information so that the reader
can gain an insight into the projects led by Banco Sabadell Foundation, the
entities with which it collaborates and the persons who beneﬁt from these
collaborations.

Opportunities for your artists under the age of 35
The competition Art<35 BS 2017 is an opportunity for artists
to take part in the exhibition and display their work.
The initiative fosters the professional relationship between young artists and
the world of art galleries and organisations that promote exhibitions.
It is aimed at young people under the age of 35 who have graduated from or
are currently studying Fine Arts.

#ForoDemos, first meeting between foundations
and civil society
The Spanish Association of Foundations (Asociación Española
de Fundaciones, AEF) organised this first meeting, in which
400 professionals and 70 speakers came together to share
their projects and experience and identify opportunities for
cooperation.
Over 40 activities: presentations of projects, debates, industrybased work
groups, meetings with renowned professionals, advice and networking
activities.
The aim is to bring together as many foundations as possible in order for
them to share their experiences and create possible synergies.
A number of topics were addressed, including fundraising, communication,
media presence, digital tools, an assessment of their impact and the
upgrading of skills in the sector.

Homage to Schubert’s music
The Schubertíada de Vilabertran festival has consolidated its
position as one of the key events for young people to
showcase their talent.
Over the past 25 years, 227 concerts have been held with 184 soloists and 39
groups.
It has become a platform for young budding and established musicians.

#Inspirational17, the festival dedicated to
innovation in digital communication
Inspirational Festival is a gathering of professionals from all
areas of communications sector, such as advertising, the
media and creative agencies, promoted by IAB Spain.
Over 120 speakers gave speeches during the various events: keynotes, data,
storytelling, digital transformation, eSports.
We gave out the Young Digital Talents Award, aimed at students under the
age of 25, enrolled in creative schools and/or in design or advertising
undergraduate degrees.

Connecting art and culture with the city
The Las Cigarreras cultural centre in Alicante hosted the ‘A
quemarropa’ artistic residences, offering ten artists an
opportunity to work together and showcase their talent.
The aim is to show and propose new creative models, strategies and proposals
for their work.
10 artists from diﬀerent artistic disciplines, including plastic arts, visual arts,
photography, performance, public art, design, music, dance, sound art and
digital art.

Reflections about the reality of women
The seventh meeting of ‘Mujeres que transforman el mundo’
(‘Women who change the world’) turned Segovia into a space
in which to reflect on, discuss and criticise the reality of
women in different parts of the world.
It brought together female activists, many of them winners of the Príncipe de
Asturias Cooperation awards and the Nobel Peace prize: acclaimed artists,
authors, actresses, journalists and reporters.
The aim is to open a space for discussion and create a forum for women.

‘Murillo and Seville. 400 years since the birth of
this renowned painter’
Seville is hosting an extensive cultural programme to
commemorate the life and work of painter Bartolomé Esteban
Murillo, with exhibitions, city tours, concerts, musical cycles,
audio-visual programmes and informative activities.
Cultural program in commemoration of the painter Bartolomé Esteban
Murillo

Artists’ residency programme to foster the
production of artistic works
‘Amphitryon’ is an artistic residency programme at the Azkuna
Zentroa centre, aimed at fostering the production of artistic
works in order to bring them closer to citizens.
Help artists throughout their creative process.
Artistic practice and contemporary dance residences.

Breaking technological barriers
The Balia Foundation promoted the ‘Conecta joven - Conecta
mayores’ programme, which aims to close the digital gap
between the population with fewer resources and difficulties in
accessing the information society, and to strengthen the selfesteem of youths and adults.
Young volunteers train the elderly in the use of new technologies, by
preparing workshops and basic IT courses.
One of the young participants in the programme took part in the Imagine
Silicon Valley 2017 programme with a grant from the Foundation.

12th Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for
Biomedical Research
The Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out its 12th Award for
Biomedical Research, one of the most important awards in
Spain within the field of biomedicine.
The Award recognises the career of young scientists under the age of 42 who
have developed their career in Spain and who have promising future career
prospects.
The cardiologist Borja Ibáñez was awarded for his contribution to the ﬁght
against cardiovascular diseases through his sharing of basic and technological
knowledge regarding the treatment and prevention of this pathology.

“This type of recognition
is very important to
convey the importance of
research and science”
Borja Ibáñez, winner of the 12th Banco
Sabadell Foundation Award for Biomedical
Research.

Sixteenth Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for
Economic Research
Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out the sixteenth Banco
Sabadell Foundation Award for Economic Research.
The prize awards and recognises the work of researchers in the ﬁelds of
economic, business, legal and social knowledge.
Mar Reguant received the award for her research in the ﬁeld of energy and
environmental economics.

“Receiving this award
has given me a level of
visibility that I didn’t
have before, and allows
me to do more in my line
of research”
Mar Reguant, winner of the sixteenth Banco
Sabadell Foundation Award for Economic
Research.

1st Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for
Sciences and Engineering
The Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out its 1st Award for
Sciences and Engineering, in cooperation with BIST
(Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology) to strengthen
the recognition of young researchers resident in Spain in a
number of disciplines including mathematics, chemistry,
physics and engineering.
The award recognises career paths to encourage, discover and develop talent.
The physicist Dr Romain Quidant was awarded for his work in the ﬁeld of
nanophotonics, including his optical nanotweezers which allow tiny particles
like molecules and viruses to be trapped and moved without altering them, a
breakthrough which could prove to be extremely valuable in biomedicine.

“An award like this one is
a way of bringing
scientists closer to
society”
Romain Quidant, winner of the first Banco
Sabadell Foundation Award for Sciences and
Engineering.

The present and future of the climate crisis
The Centre of Contemporary Culture (CCCB) held ‘Después del
fin del mundo’ (‘After the end of the world’), an exhibition
based on eight immersive installations created from the
imagination of contemporary artists to reflect upon the
present and future of the current climate crisis.
Artists, philosophers, writers, playwrights, architects, speculative and
scientiﬁc designers work together to create scenes, tell stories and construct
strategies to survive in the world of the future.
Design and deployment of a ‘Ministry of the Future’ to think about politics in
the long term.

Innovative Architecture
The 'Bodega’ project received the Banco Sabadell Foundation
Award for Innovation in Architecture. It is a project that
involves establishing a link between the needs of the world of
wine in Catalonia and the possibilities offered by contemporary
architecture.
Project carried out by three architects trained at ETSAB and the Architectural
Association in London.
Recognise and develop talent.

“Beyond innate talent,
what matters is the eﬀort
that one makes to
achieve their goals”
Relja Ferusic, architect in the ‘Bodega’
project.

Grants for musical talent
Scholarship programme for the official Masters degrees of the
Conservatori del Liceu, aimed at exceptionally talented
students to given them the necessary support for them to fully
develop their artistic skills.
Classic and Contemporary musical instruments and singing; Piano; Jazz and
Modern music instruments and singing; Chamber music (duos, trios and
quartets); Composition applied to audiovisual and performing media.

Innovation in culture
‘Proyecciones al aire libre. En la noche’ and ‘Pública17 10x10
Innovación en Cultura’ are two programmes in which we
cooperate with the Contemporánea Foundation.
Promote and support innovative, cultural projects.
Recognise and develop talent.
Bring the public closer to culture through open air exhibitions.

Academic excellence
Four university students of the EDEM Business School have
received a grant from the Foundation which aims to support
talented people and help them complete their academic
training.
Two Junior MBA students, one Business Management and Administration
for Entrepreneurs Degree student and one Engineering and Business
Management Degree student.
One EDEM student took part in the Imagine Express 2017 innovation
programme, with a grant from the Foundation.

“I have never heard of
any other MBA like this
one in Spain, and thanks
to the grants given by the
Banco Sabadell
Foundation many people
get a chance to grow and
learn”
Helena Bouza, recipient of a grant to study a
Junior MBA.

Opportunity for young people with the corporate
volunteer scheme
The Coach Exit project by the Exit Foundation aims to improve
the employability of young people aged between 16 and 19
who are at risk of social exclusion, by providing coaching and
mentoring with corporate volunteers from different companies,
including Banco Sabadell.
Young people in vulnerable situations are helped to ﬁnd employment by
guiding and encouraging them through corporate volunteer schemes.
After taking part in the project, 93% of young people said they were going to
continue their training in order to ﬁnd a job in the future.

#ForoExpertos, success stories
Factoría Cultural in Madrid and Murcia are holding Foro
Expertos events, a series of discussions and success stories
from recognised professionals from various areas of knowledge
and creativity.
Contribute to training and developing young people’s talent.
Free sessions at the Matadero Madrid and the Centro Párraga in Murcia.

New musical creations
Barcelona hosted the third edition of Sampler Series, the new
music festival, with different concerts in a number of locations
including: the Auditorium, the Joan Miró Foundation, the
Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art (MACBA), the
Barcelona Centre of Contemporary Culture (CCCB), the Antoni
Tàpies Foundation and the Santa Mònica Arts Centre.
From written music to improvisation, from acoustic instruments to electronic
devices.

On-stage talent
The Fringe Festival in Torroella de Montgrí hosts 27 concerts
by a hundred young musicians selected from the best colleges
and conservatories of music in Europe and the United States.
Promotion and support for emerging musical talents.
Young musicians from institutions including the Escuela Superior de Música
de Catalunya (ESMUC), the Conservatorio Superior del Liceu, the Reina Sofía
School of Music, Berklee College of Music in Valencia, the Conservatoire de
Paris, Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London and California State
University.

Beyond photography
The Foto Colectania Foundation has offered a programme of
exhibitions and activities which have taken place in spaces
where photography comes together with the online and offline
world.
’Photobok Phenomenon’, ‘Weegee by Weegee’ and ‘Total Records. Vinyl and
Photography’
‘DONE 2’, an online and inperson programme to create and research new
formats.
‘Correspondencias’, an online programme for reﬂection.

Strengthening the cultural and educational world
‘A Tempo – Artes y Formación’ is a project created with the
objective of generating and promoting spaces for interaction
between young people, students and professionals from the
worlds of education, art and culture.
Bring together two key sectors: culture and education
Seminars for professionals and activities such as theatre performances about
current aﬀairs in educational centres.

Grant for artistic research
We support talent through initiatives such as the 3rd Hangar Banco Sabadell Foundation Artistic Research Scholarship, to
give a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to one young artist
working on a research project.
Promoting artistic talent.

Promising dancers
Over 160 young, promising dancers took part in IBStage
Barcelona, during 15 days in which they received training from
acclaimed ballet masters and choreographers from various
international ballet schools.
100 students took part in the IBStage Galas at the Teatre Grec, sharing the
stage with prominent ﬁgures from some of the world’s most prestigious
companies.
We have awarded nine scholarships that will give young ballerinas an
opportunity to receive training and improve their talent.

Dreamers make their dreams come true
The Banco Sabadell Foundation has given out a total of 5
grants to five young people who have taken part in the
different innovation programmes offered by Imagine, a
company aims to make disruptive ideas become real projects.
Two grants for Imagine Express 2017 for students at EDEM Escuela
Empresarios and Valencialab.
Three grants for Imagine Silicon Valley 2017 for students from the University
of Oviedo, the Reina Sofía School of Music and the Balia Foundation.

“Never in a million years
would I have imagined
that I could have an
experience like this. All
experiences are
worthwhile”
Rocío Fernández, a Dreamer at Silicon Valley
2017, from the ‘Conecta Joven - Conecta
Mayores’ programme of the Balia
Foundation.

Space for emerging art
The Joan Miró Foundation held Espai 13, where different
emerging artists came together under a common theme to
display their work.
Support and encouragement of young creative talent.
A project that seeks to reﬂect on questions of pertinence, continuity and the
rupture of the established model in the Barcelona art scene.

A genius on the piano
A young Armenian pianist aged just 26 wins the 63rd Maria
Canals International Music Competition.
81 pianists aged between 18 and 30 from 31 diﬀerent nationalities have taken
part in this year’s edition.
The Competition encourages and promotes the talent of these young pianists.

Dialogue between culture, innovation and
companies
The Mercat de les Flors - Graner has launched the PEA (Plan
de Expansión Artística) project for artistic expansion, which
aims to develop organisational models and methods of
cooperation in a way that is effective and respectful of artistic
creation.
It creates a dialogue between culture, innovation and companies.
5 artists selected through an open call have taken part: Societat Doctor
Alonso, Aimar Pérez Galí, Bàrbara Sánchez, Jorge Dutor and Guillem Mon de
Palol, and El Conde de Torreﬁel.

“I think it is very
interesting to think up
other ways of exercising
this profession in
relation to management
models, production,
distribution from a
feminist, ecological,
communityoriented and
autonomous perspective,
and to do so as a group”
Aimar Pérez Galí, PEA artist.

Talent on the road to Washington
Three young graduates from the University of Oviedo had a
chance to do a work placement in different departments at the
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) in Washington thanks
to the IDB scholarships given by the Foundation.
Supporting talent development.

“It has been a very
positive experience that
encourages you to keep
growing... It is, without a
doubt, the best
opportunity I have ever
had in my life”
Sara Díaz, who was awarded a scholarship in
2016.

Innovation with Classical Music
Students at the Reina Sofia School of Music took part in the
‘Musical Innovation and Entrepreneurship’ programme, which
we promoted together with the Albéniz Foundation in order to
bring classical music closer to all audiences.
Provide music students with the necessary entrepreneurial tools and skills to
develop their careers.
Theoretical and practical programme for students to develop their own
projects.

Promoting social innovation
40 social organisations have taken part in the first edition of
the B-Value programme, which we are promoting together with
the Ship2B Foundation in order to develop their activities and
improve their value proposition.
During a 10month period, organisations have received training and
mentoring from diﬀerent professionals who have helped them to rethink their
projects and optimise their value proposition.
Improve the training of participants in social innovation, funding and
sustainability of their projects.

“Our time at BValue has
given us the boost that
we needed to develop
our project. The people
we have met, the
companies with which
we have shared this
experience, the

partnerships that we
have formed, these
things have all helped
the project to take
shape”
Fátima Dolorea, Capacis Foundation, one of
the finalist companies in B-Value.

Young people with bags of potential
Once again this year, we have joined forces with the ‘Jóvenes
con Futuro USA’, in which recent Spanish graduates go on sixmonth placements in some of the most acclaimed tech
companies in the US.
Support and encouragement of talent.

“Every engineer dreams
about working in Silicon
Valley”
Carlos Muñoz, who completed a placement
in Turo, a start-up headquartered in San
Francisco.

Theatre talents take the stage
We support the talent of eight actors at the Kompanyia Lliure
in order to give them an opportunity to take the stage at the
Teatre Lliure.
Four actresses and four actors who are developing their professional talent.
In the second year of the programme, these actors and actresses from the
Kompanyia have acted in plays such as ‘Moby Dick’ and ‘La revolta de
bruixes’.

Steps towards social inclusion
The Transpirenaica Social Solidaria (TSS) has trekked across
the Pyrenees to convey the values of sport as a tool for
awareness-raising, social union and social cohesion, creating a
charity network that will help young people taking part in the
project who are at risk of social exclusion to find employment
and become socially integrated.
800km, 300 youths and over 200 volunteers and social instructors have
taken part in this year’s ﬁfth edition.

“The road doesn’t end
with the TransPyrenees
Crossing, it’s where it
begins”
Shahid Ashraf, TSS ambassador and youth
coordinator.

“Sharing experiences and
empathising with people
who, in most cases, are
in a vulnerable situation,
changes their lives and
the life of those of us
who help them,
showcasing the value of
teamwork and solidarity”
Dani Molina, Banco Sabadell volunteer.

Photography, illustration and poetry
UtopiaMarkets is a new experience in Barcelona, which aims
to support talents in the sectors of photography, illustration
and poetry. It is a unique opportunity to discover, research,
discuss and purchase high-quality works directly from the
artists, and to take part in a range of activities.
Utopía126 has held 3 markets during 2017.
In total, over 9,000 people visited the markets, with 210 participants and 85
activities.

A look at abstract art
For yet another year, we are working together with the
Valencia Institute of Modern Art (IVAM), linked to
contemporary art and the promotion of its Collection.
'The abstraction eclosion’ brings together close to 150 works of art to analyse
abstract art practices developed from the postwar period to the present day.
Abstract Expressionism, Art Informel, Spanish Normative Art from the
seventies, Minimalism, Conceptual Art, NeoExpressionism from the eighties
and Discourse of Postmodernism from the nineties.

Promoting innovative culture
Valencialab is promoting the Ideas+Innovadoras competition,
which aims to promote a culture of innovation, encourage the
development of new projects and raise awareness about
opportunities for innovation.
The competition is generating a plethora of ideas and encouraging creativity
amongst university students.
The aim is to help develop an idea, to transform it into an opportunity,
analyse its feasibility and carry out the project.
One student from Florida Universitaria took part in the Imagine Express
2017 innovation programme, with a grant from the Foundation.

A
ACA – Asociación Coordinación Actividades Gente
Mayor
Floral Games - Award for the best short poem
Culture / Catalonia

Art<35 BS 2017
The competition Art<35 BS 2017
Talent / Catalonia

ADG FAD
Laus Aporta Award - Banco Sabadell Foundation 2017
Talent / Catalonia

The competition Art<35 BS 2017 is an opportunity for
artists to take part in the exhibition and display their
work. [+]

ADI FAD
ADI Medal Award
DEMO- Meeting focused on bio-design
Talent / Catalonia

Arte Madrid, Galleries Association
Apertura Madrid Gallery Weekend
Cultura / Madrid

ARQUINFAD
XXIX Habitácola Award - El patio de escuela
Talent / Catalonia
ARS Foundation
Annual contribution
Culture / Catalonia
Abadía de Montserrat Foundation 2015
Collaboration with the abbey’s activities
Culture / Catalonia
Acción Solidaria Eulalia Garriga Association (CÀRITAS)
Training sessions ‘Cerca de ti’
Talent / Catalonia
Adeit University- Business Foundation of the University
of Valencia
Corporate culture lectureship
Culture / Valencian Community
AlNorte Arte Contemporáneo Cultural Association
XVI Contemporary Art Week
Culture / Asturias
Art Barcelona, Galleries Association
Barcelona Gallery Weekend
Culture / Catalonia
Art Fairs
Justmad Emerging Art Fair 8
Culture / Madrid

Arts Santa Mònica
Publication of the exhibition ‘Legible - Visible. Between
the Film Frame and the page’ exhibition
Culture / Catalonia
ArtsLibris / Raíña Lupa
Arts Libris Barcelona Fair
Culture / Catalonia
ArtsLibris / Raíña Lupa
Feria Arts Libris at ARCO
Culture / Madrid

Asociación Española de Fundaciones
(AEF)
#ForoDemos, first meeting between foundations and civil
society
Culture / State
The Spanish Association of Foundations (Asociación
Española de Fundaciones, AEF) organised this first
meeting, in which 400 professionals and 70 speakers
came together to share their projects and experience
and identify opportunities for cooperation. [+]

Asociación Franz Schubert
Platform for young promises
Talent / Catalonia
The Schubertíada de Vilabertran festival has
consolidated its position as one of the key events for
young people to showcase their talent. [+]

Asociación de Anunciantes de
Internet (IAB Spain)
Young Digital Talents Award – Festival Inspirational 17
Talent / Madrid
Inspirational Festival is a gathering of professionals from
all areas of communications sector, such as advertising,
the media and creative agencies, promoted by IAB Spain.
[+]
Asociación de Autores Independientes Contemporáneos
(ASAIC)
Photoalicante
Culture / Valencian Community
Asociación del Mercado Tradicional de la Plaza Mayor
de Madrid
Dioramas Exhibition at Plaza Mayor, Madrid
Culture / Madrid

Asociación ‘A Quemarropa Colectivo
Artístico’ – Ayuntamiento Alicante
Residencias artísticas A quemarropa
Talent / Valencian Community
The Las Cigarreras cultural centre in Alicante hosted the
‘A quemarropa’ artistic residences, offering ten artists an
opportunity to work together and showcase their talent.
[+]
Assocation of Jornadas para la Excelencia en la Alta
Montaña
Conferences for Excellence
Talent / Catalonia

Ateneu Barcelonés
Schedule of activities, ‘Testimonios Artísticos en red’
project and installation by Ignasi Aballí.
Culture / Catalonia

Ayuntamiento de Segovia
‘Mujeres que transforman el mundo’
Culture / Segovia
The seventh meeting of ‘Mujeres que transforman el
mundo’ (‘Women who change the world’) turned Segovia
into a space in which to reflect on, discuss and criticise
the reality of women in different parts of the world. [+]

Ayuntamiento de Sevilla
Año Murillo
Culture / Andalusia
Seville is hosting an extensive cultural programme to
commemorate the life and work of painter Bartolomé
Esteban Murillo, with exhibitions, city tours, concerts,
musical cycles, audio-visual programmes and informative
activities. [+]

Azkuna Zentroa centre
‘Amphitryon’
Talent / Basque Country
‘Amphitryon’ is an artistic residency programme at the
Azkuna Zentroa centre, aimed at fostering the production
of artistic works in order to bring them closer to citizens.
[+]

B
BIOCAT – Bioregion of Catalonia Foundation
MOEBIO d·HEALTH Barcelona
Talent / Catalonia
BWorld Productions
The CreativeFest
Talent / Catalonia
BZM (Bach Zum Mitsingen) Foundation
Bachcelona Festival
Culture / Catalonia

Balia Foundation
‘Conecta joven - Conecta mayores’
Talent / Madrid
The Balia Foundation promoted the ‘Conecta joven Conecta mayores’ programme, which aims to close the
digital gap between the population with fewer resources
and difficulties in accessing the information society, and
to strengthen the self-esteem of youths and adults. [+]

Banco Sabadell Foundation
XII Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Biomedical
Research
Talent / State
The Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out its 12th Award
for Biomedical Research, one of the most important
awards in Spain within the field of biomedicine. [+]

Banco Sabadell Foundation
XVI Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Economic
Research
Talent / State
Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out the sixteenth Banco
Sabadell Foundation Award for Economic Research. [+]

Banco Sabadell Foundation

Banco Sabadell Foundation
Research Grants
Talent / State
Barcelona Culture Foundation
Employer’s contribution
Culture / Catalonia
Barcelona Global Association
‘Barcelona Obertura’ Project
Culture / Catalonia
Barcelona Instituto for International Studies (IBEI)
Grants for Master’s Programme
Talent / Catalonia
Bosch i Cardellach Foundation
Annual contribution
Culture / Catalonia
Brothers Hospitallers of Saint John of God
I World Congress on Bioethics
Culture / Madrid

I Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Sciences and
Engineering
Talent / State
The Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out its 1st Award
for Sciences and Engineering, in cooperation with BIST
(Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology) to
strengthen the recognition of young researchers resident
in Spain in a number of disciplines including
mathematics, chemistry, physics and engineering. [+]

C
Cafè Central
13th edition Jordi Domènech Poetry Translation Award
Talent / Catalonia
Capella de Ministrers Cultural Foundation
Exhibition ‘D'atzur i or. El silenci dels àngels’
Culture / Valencian Community
Catalan Down Syndrome Foundation
XVII International Conference Barcelona Down ‘Children
and their families: new realities, new responses’
Culture / Catalonia
Catalan Federation of Benedictine Nuns
Songs from the Cloister, conservation and diffusion of
Benedictine female musical heritage
Culture / Catalonia
Catalan Pulmonology Foundation
FUCAP Grants
Talent / Catalonia

Catalana de Lupus Foundation
‘MicroRNAs in urinary exsomes in the development of
lupus nephritis’ project
Culture / Catalonia
Catalonia College of Music (ESMUC)
15 International Joan Guinjoan Awards for young
composers
Talent / Catalonia
Catalonia Institute of Humanities
Course programme 2016-2017
Culture / Catalonia
Catalunya Cultura Foundation
Annual contribution We form part of the Trust and the
Executive Committee
Culture / Catalonia

Catalunya Europa Foundation (FCE)
Catalunya Europa S.XXI Award
Talent / Catalonia
Catholic University of Murcia (UCAM)
‘Journey to Talent’ - Workshops to build competitive
skills for university students for the 2016/2017
academic period
Talent / Murcia

Colegio Oficial de Arquitectos de
Cataluña (COAC)
Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Innovation in
Architecture
Talent / Catalonia

Centre Internacional de Música Antiga (CIMA)
Acadèmia Jove Capella 2017
Talent / Catalonia

The 'Bodega’ project received the Banco Sabadell
Foundation Award for Innovation in Architecture. It is a
project that involves establishing a link between the
needs of the world of wine in Catalonia and the
possibilities offered by contemporary architecture. [+]

Centre of Contemporary Culture
(CCCB)

Comes Cultural Association
Capella de Ministrers 2017 - MHA Festival
Culture / Valencian Community

‘Después del fin del mundo’ (‘After the end of the world’)
Culture / Catalonia
The Centre of Contemporary Culture (CCCB) held
‘Después del fin del mundo’ (‘After the end of the
world’), an exhibition based on eight immersive
installations created from the imagination of
contemporary artists to reflect upon the present and
future of the current climate crisis. [+]
Chirivella Soriano Foundation
World Press Photo Valencia
Culture / Valencian Community
Clos Archaeological Foundation
Sacred Animals in Ancient Egypt Exhibition
Culture / Catalonia

Companyia Central Llibretera
La Central Academy
Culture / State

Conservatori del Liceu
Scholarship programme
Talent / Catalonia
Scholarship programme for the official Masters degrees
of the Conservatori del Liceu, aimed at exceptionally
talented students to given them the necessary support
for them to fully develop their artistic skills. [+]

Contemporánea Foundation
Innovation in culture
Culture and Talent / Madrid
‘Proyecciones al aire libre. En la noche’ and ‘Pública17
10x10 Innovación en Cultura’ are two programmes in
which we cooperate with the Contemporánea Foundation.
[+]
Contemporary Art Museum of Barcelona Foundation
Annual contribution MACBA Collection
Culture / Catalonia

D
Designers Association of the Valencian Community
(ADCV)
Annual contribution
Culture / Valencian Community

E

E
EDEM Business School
Scholarships for academic excellence
Talent / Valencian Community
Four university students of the EDEM Business School
have received a grant from the Foundation which aims to
support talented people and help them complete their
academic training. [+]
EDEM, Escuela de Dirección de Empresas del
Mediterráneo
Grants for different courses, MBA and Imagine Express
2017 grant
Talent / Valencian Community
EINA Centro Universitario de Diseño y Arte de
Barcelona
Quaestioning Aesthetic Symposium
Talent / Catalonia
ESADE Foundation
Contribution to the fund for grants
Talent / Catalonia
Eduardo Barreiros Foundation
‘La cuarta revolución industrial: la industria 4.0’
conference
Talent / Madrid

Escuela de Arte Floral y Paisaje de Cataluña
Grants for students in vocational courses
Talent / Catalonia
EspaiFoto Photographic Association
Revela-T Festival 2017
Culture / Catalonia
Euskadi Orquestra
Concert tour of the nr. season concert 2 (M. Ravel and
D. Shostakovich)
Culture / Basque Country

Exit Foundation
coaching and mentoring with corporate volunteers from
different companies to improve the employability of
young people who are at risk of social exclusion
Talent / State
The Coach Exit project by the Exit Foundation aims to
improve the employability of young people aged between
16 and 19 who are at risk of social exclusion, by
providing coaching and mentoring with corporate
volunteers from different companies, including Banco
Sabadell. [+]

Esclat Association
Esclat 40th Anniversary Charity Dinner
Culture / Catalonia

F
Factoría Cultural Madrid and Murcia

Festival Sampler Series

Foro Expertos
Talent / Madrid

New musical creations
Culture / Catalonia

Factoría Cultural in Madrid and Murcia are holding Foro
Expertos events, a series of discussions and success
stories from recognised professionals from various areas
of knowledge and creativity. [+]

Barcelona hosted the third edition of Sampler Series, the
new music festival, with different concerts in a number of
locations including: the Auditorium, the Joan Miró
Foundation, the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art
(MACBA), the Barcelona Centre of Contemporary Culture
(CCCB), the Antoni Tàpies Foundation and the Santa
Mònica Arts Centre. [+]

Festival Torroella de Montgrí
Fringe Festival
Talent / Catalonia
The Fringe Festival in Torroella de Montgrí hosts 27
concerts by a hundred young musicians selected from
the best colleges and conservatories of music in Europe
and the United States. [+]

Foto Colectania Foundation
Exhibitions
Culture / Catalonia
The Foto Colectania Foundation has offered a
programme of exhibitions and activities which have taken
place in spaces where photography comes together with
the online and offline world. [+]
Foto Colectania Foundation
Principal collaborator Schedule of activities.
Culture / Catalonia
Foundation for the City of Culture of Galicia
Exhibition ‘Da árbore á cadeira’
Culture / Galicia

Fundació Catalana per a la Recerca i la Innovació
(FCRI)
Science week
Talent / Catalonia

Fundación La Ciutat Invisible - A
Tempo
Culture and Education
Talent / Catalonia
‘A Tempo – Artes y Formación’ is a project created with
the objective of generating and promoting spaces for
interaction between young people, students and
professionals from the worlds of education, art and
culture. [+]
Fundación Patronato Científico del Colegio Oficial de
Médicos de las Islas Baleares (COMIB)
Banco Sabadell Foundation Grants for External Rotation
Talento / Balearic Islands
Fundación de la Comunidad Valenciana Auditorio de la
Diputación de Alicante (ADDA)
International Jazz Festival in Alicante-Fijazz 2017
Culture / Valencian Community

Friends of Videoart Association
Talking Galleries Barcelona Symposium 2017 and LOOP
Festival Barcelona
Culture / Catalonia

G
Galician Companies and Universities Foundation
(FEUGA)
Fund for grants.
Talent / Galicia

Gremio de Galerías de Arte de Catalunya
GAC Awards 2017 - X Night of Gallerism (special award
for artistic career)
Culture / Catalonia

General Foundation University of Alicante
V Scholarships Master’s Degree in Classic Guitar,
University of Alicante
Talent / Valencian Community

Grup Instrumental Barcelona 216
Concert by young composers ESMUC ‘Premi Joan
Guinjoan 2017’
Talent / Catalonia

Girona and Olot Town Hall
MOT, Girona and Olot Literature Festival
Culture / Catalonia

Guggenheim Bilbao Museum Foundation
Programme for corporate members
Culture / Basque Country

Gran Teatre del Liceu Foundation
Season. We form part of the sponsorship committee
Culture / Catalonia

H

H
HANGAR – Private Foundation of Catalan Visual Artists
III Banco Sabadell Foundation Scholarships for Artistic
Research - Hangar
Artists-in-Residence programme activities 2017 and
publication of the book ‘Paratext’
Culture and Talent / Catalonia

Hay Festival Segovia
Hay Festival Segovia of Literature and Art 2017
Culture / Segovia

Hangar - Visual Arts Production and
Research Center
Artistic Research Grant
Talent / Catalonia
We support talent through initiatives such as the 3rd
Hangar - Banco Sabadell Foundation Artistic Research
Scholarship, to give a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
one young artist working on a research project. [+]

I
IBStage Barcelona
Scholarships for promising young dancers
Talent / Catalonia
Over 160 young, promising dancers took part in IBStage
Barcelona, during 15 days in which they received training
from acclaimed ballet masters and choreographers from
various international ballet schools. [+]
IQS Private Enterprises Foundation
Graduate Scholarships for Academic Excellence
Talent / Catalonia

Imagine Creative Center
Imagine Express, Imagine Silicon Valley
Talent / State
The Banco Sabadell Foundation has given out a total of
5 grants to five young people who have taken part in the
different innovation programmes offered by Imagine, a
company aims to make disruptive ideas become real
projects. [+]

J

Instituto de Especialidades Neurológicas (IENSA)
Dr Pedro Albert Neurology Scholarships
Talent / Andalusia
International Festival of Cantonigròs festival
35th Edition of the International Festival of Cantonigròs
festival
Culture / Catalonia
International University of Catalonia (IUC)
XIII Pre-University Competition
Workshop ‘Xpais eXhibition Spaces’
Talent / Catalonia
Invest for Children Foundation
IV ‘Somos Uno’ conference
Culture / Catalonia
Isla Elefante Proyectos Culturales Association
CARA B Festival 2017. Independent music culture
festival
Culture / Catalonia

Jaume 1 de Castellón University
Awards and grants
Talent / Valencian Community

Joan Miró Foundation - Espai 13

José Manuel Lara Foundation
Seville Book Fair 2017
Editing of 'Historias', unpublished book by Juan Ramón
Jiménez
Culture / Andalusia

Espai 13 - art emergent
Talent / Catalonia
The Joan Miró Foundation held Espai 13, where different
emerging artists came together under a common theme
to display their work. [+]

K
Klem Laboratory
Séance
Culture / Basque Country

L
LABoral Art and Industrial Creation Centre
I Premio LAB<20
Talent / Asturias

Libertas 7 Foundation
Literary and educational activity
Culture / Valencian Community

La Maestranza Season
Programme 2017/2018
Culture / Andalusia

L’Avenç
Literary creation project
Culture / Catalonia

La Perla 29
‘Les nits de la Maleta a la Perla 29’ scenes of
philosophy and theatre
Culture / Catalonia

L’Eixam Cultural Association
X Biennal de Fotografía Xavier Miserachs (2018)
Culture / Catalonia

Leon University General Foundation (FGULEM)
Fund for grants.
Talent / Leon

M
MARQ Valencia Foundation
Travelling exhibitions and historic recreation conferences
Culture / Valencian Community

Maria Canals International Music
Competition (63rd edition)
Maria Canals International Music Competition (63rd
edition)
Talent / Catalonia
A young Armenian pianist aged just 26 wins the 63rd
Maria Canals International Music Competition. [+]
Medina del Campo Town Hall
30 Medina del Campo Film Week
Culture / Valladolid

Mies Van der Rohe Foundation
Artistic and cultural interventions at the Mies Van der
Rohe pavilion. Schedule 2017
Culture / Catalonia
Mirna Lacambra-Xavier Gondolbeu Foundation
Mirna Lacambra Competition - XXI Career development
course at the Sabadell School of Opera
Talent / Catalonia
Museu Diocesà d’Urgell
Conservation and restoration of pieces at the Museum
Diocesà d’Urgell
Culture / Catalonia

Mercat de les Flors
PEA (Plan de Expansión Artística)
Talent / Catalonia
The Mercat de les Flors - Graner has launched the PEA
(Plan de Expansión Artística) project for artistic
expansion, which aims to develop organisational models
and methods of cooperation in a way that is effective
and respectful of artistic creation. [+]

O
Official College of Architects of Catalonia (COAC)
International Rosa Barba Award
Talent / Catalonia
Official College of Architects of Madrid (COAC)
World Press Photo Madrid 2017
Culture / Madrid
Orfeó Català Palau de la Música Catalana Foundation
Symphonic concerts at the Palau. We form part of the
Trust and the Sponsorship Committee.
Culture / Catalonia
Ouishare Spain
Collaborative Economy Course
OsFest Barcelona
Culture / State

P

Oviedo Art School
Oviedo Art School Conferences: Motiva: graphic art and
publishing
Talent / Asturias

Oviedo University
Scholarships for a stay at the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB)
Talent / Asturias
Three young graduates from the University of Oviedo had
a chance to do a work placement in different
departments at the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB) in Washington thanks to the IDB scholarships given
by the Foundation. [+]

Palau i Fabre Foundation
Any Palau i Fabre. Poesia i + 2017 Festival
Culture / Catalonia

Philharmonic Society of Concerts
Chaikovsky Gala
Culture / Madrid

Papers de Versàlia Association
Editing of the Quaderns de Versàlia’ collection
Culture / Catalonia

Photographic Social Vision-Barcelona Foundation
World Press Photo 2017 and DOCfield 17 Documentary
Photography Barcelona
Dummy Award
Culture and Talent / Catalonia

Parc Tauí Foundation
'Intensifica't al Taulí’ Programme
Talent / Catalonia
Pasqual Maragall Private Foundation
Estudio Alfa. We form part of the Trust and the
Sponsorship Committee.
Talent / Catalonia
Patronato Misterio de Elche
Easter and Christmas Concerts
Culture / Valencian Community
Pau Casals Foundation
International Pau Casals Foundation - Collaboration with
the academy’s activities
Talent / Catalonia

Policlínica Gipuzkoa Foundation
Asdeu Gipuzkoa Project (Autistic Spectrum Disorder, TEA)
Talent / Basque Country
Pompeu Fabra University
UPF Emprèn Idea Award 2017
Talent / Catalonia
Private Civil Foundation Populus ALBA
International Organ Festival of Poblet
Culture / Catalonia
Private Foundation Friends of the MNAC
Annual contribution We form part of the Trust
Culture / Catalonia

Pedreguer Town Hall
XXI Pedreguer Organ Festival
Culture / Valencian Community

R
RCR Bunka Private Foundation
International Architecture and Landscape Workshop
Talent / Catalonia

Reina Sofia School of Music
Musical Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Talent / Madrid
Students at the Reina Sofia School of Music took part in
the ‘Musical Innovation and Entrepreneurship’
programme, which we promoted together with the Albéniz
Foundation in order to bring classical music closer to all
audiences. [+]

S

Royal Association of Friends of the Museo Nacional
Reina Sofía
Art and philosophy Dangerous friendships
Benefactor partner
Culture / Madrid

SETBA Foundation
‘La plaça dibuixa’
Culture / Catalonia
Sabadell Academy of Fine Arts Private Foundation
Artistic innovation in Sabadell
Culture / Catalonia
Sabadell Friends of the Opera Association
Sabadell Opera Season and Catalonia Cycle
Culture / Catalonia
Sabadell Swimming Club Foundation
Scholarships
Talent / Catalonia
Sabadell Town Hall
FBS grants to support artistic talent and Estruch
innovation projects
Talent / Culture
Sabadell Town Hall
Festa Major 2017
Culture / Catalonia
San Jorge University Foundation
Researchers training grants
Talent / Zaragoza
San Sebastían musical fortnight
78th San Sebastian Musical Fortnight
Culture / Basque Country
Sanctuary of Covdadonga Association
Acquisition of book collection. Spelunca B. Mariae de
Covadonga Book
Culture / Asturias
Santa María la Real del Patrimonio Histórico
Foundation
MusaE, las piedras cantan 2017
Culture / Valladolid

Ship2B Foundation
I edition of the B-Value, programme addressed to social
entities throughout Spain to professionalize their work
and improve their value proposition.
Talent / State
40 social organisations have taken part in the first
edition of the B-Value programme, which we are
promoting together with the Ship2B Foundation in order
to develop their activities and improve their value
proposition. [+]
Spanish Federation of Friends of Museums (FEAM)
XXV National Congress of Friends of Museums, San
Sebastián 2017
Culture / State
Spanish Seniors for Technical Cooperation
Sponsoring Partner
Culture / Madrid
Spanish Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
International Joint Conference with French and
Portuguese biochemistry and molecular biology
companies
Culture / State
Sports Federation Union of Catalonia
Inser-Sport training grants
Talent / Catalonia

StepOne Ventures
'Jóvenes con Futuro USA'
Talento / State
Once again this year, we have joined forces with the
‘Jóvenes con Futuro USA’, in which recent Spanish
graduates go on six-month placements in some of the
most acclaimed tech companies in the US. [+]
Surg for All
Training for doctors to become surgeons
Talent / Valencia
Swab Contemporary Art Space DIEZY7
Swab Barcelona – International Contemporary Art Fair
Culture / Catalonia

T
Taller de Músics Private Foundation
Sensibles Programme. Supporting talent 2017
Talent / Catalonia

Teatre Invisible Association
L’estació’ magazine edition
Culture / Catalonia

Teatre Lliure
We support the talent with Kompanyia Lliure
Culture and Talent / Catalonia
We support the talent of eight actors at the Kompanyia
Lliure in order to give them an opportunity to take the
stage at the Teatre Lliure. [+]

Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation
Summer course ‘¿Los videojuegos son arte? Educación,
arte y museos en el ámbito de la producción cultural’
and Corporate Friends Programme.
Talent / Madrid
Tot Raval Foundation
‘Vine al Raval’ Il.lumina el Raval’ Project
Culture / Catalonia

Teatre Nacional de Cataluya
‘Letter to a man' by Robert Wilson and Mikhail
Baryshnikov
Annual contribution
Culture / Catalonia

Trade Fair of Madrid - IFEMA
ARCO Collector’s Breakfast 2017
Culture / Centre

Teatre del Sol
2017 season
Culture / Catalonia

Challenge of social transformation in the mountains
Talent / Catalonia

Teatro Principal Alicante
Programme 2016-2017
Culture / Valencian Community
Tecnocampus Mataró – Maresme Foundation
‘On the move’ grants
Talent / Catalonia

Transpirenaica Social Solidaria (TSS)
The Transpirenaica Social Solidaria (TSS) has trekked
across the Pyrenees to convey the values of sport as a
tool for awareness-raising, social union and social
cohesion, creating a charity network that will help young
people taking part in the project who are at risk of social
exclusion to find employment and become socially
integrated. [+]

The Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology
(BIST)
Institutional Development of BIST Foundation, Founding
Capital
We form part of the Trust
Talent / Catalonia

U
University Courses for the Elderly (SBD)
Schedule of Activities 2016-2017
Culture / Catalonia
University of Alicante
Antoni Miró Art Lectureship Grants - Support for the
creation and research of contemporary art
Talent / Valencian Community
University of Girona
European Live Art Archive Project- Art and Contemporary
Culture Lectureship
Culture / Catalonia
University of Leon
Economy Olympics
Award for best academic report- finance degreeFund for grants.
Jean Monnet Module: European citizens at the heart of
change
Talent / Leon

University of Murcia
‘ Toolbox’ - Workshops to guide the development of
competitive skills for students
Talent / Murcia
University of Oviedo
Economy Olympics
Extraordinary Award for Business Administration Degree
Santa Catalina Awards
Award for best academic report- philosophy degree.
Santa Catalina Awards
Fund for grants.
Leonard Cohen Lectureship
Business Growth Lectureship- IUDE
Ángel González poetry lectureship
Culture and Talent / Asturias
University of Valencia General Foundation
Serenates 2017
Culture / Valencian Community

University of Vigo
Francisco de Vitoria University (FVU Madrid)
Grant for the study of functional imaging of the redox
balance in the brain
Talent / Madrid

Utopia126
Photography, illustration and poetry markets
Culture / Catalonia
UtopiaMarkets is a new experience in Barcelona, which
aims to support talents in the sectors of photography,
illustration and poetry. It is a unique opportunity to
discover, research, discuss and purchase high-quality
works directly from the artists, and to take part in a
range of activities. [+]

V
VIC Museums Foundation
Exhibition ‘Creu processional de Sant Joan de les
Abadesses’
Culture / Catalonia
Valdés Salas Foundation
Annual Contribution Honorary Patron
Culture / Asturias

Valencia Institute of Modern Art
(IVAM)
'The abstraction eclosion’
Culture / Valencian Community
For yet another year, we are working together with the
Valencia Institute of Modern Art (IVAM), linked to
contemporary art and the promotion of its Collection. [+]

Valencialab - Florida Universitaria
Ideas+Innovadoras competition
Talent / Valencian Community
Valencialab is promoting the Ideas+Innovadoras
competition, which aims to promote a culture of
innovation, encourage the development of new projects
and raise awareness about opportunities for innovation.
[+]
Vall d’Hebron University Foundation- Research Institute
(VHIR)
Master’s Degree in Translational Biomedical Research at
Vall d’Hebron Institut de Recerca
Talent / Catalonia
Vallès Symphony Orchestra Foundation (OSV)
Cycle: ‘Simfònics al Palau’, ‘Simfònics al Vallès’, ‘Gira
de Setmana Santa 2017’, ‘Gradus ad Parnassum’,
cycle: ‘Jove Orquestra Simfònica del Vallès’ and ‘This is
art’ programme
Culture / Catalonia

